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Disclaimer

The purpose of this presentation is purely informative. The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including,

where relevant any fuller disclosure document published by Haya Real Estate, S.A. (together with any of its subsidiaries, “Haya Real Estate”). Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the

basis of such person’s own judgment as to the merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having taken all such profession

or other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in this presentation. No investment activity should be undertaken on the basis of

the information contained in this presentation. In making the presentation available, Haya Real Estate gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or

investments whatsoever.

Neither this presentation nor any of the information contained therein constitutes an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding Haya Real Estate’s financial position and plans for future operations. All statements other than statements of historical facts may be forward-

looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the notice and are subject to a number of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from any expected

results in such forward-looking statements, including the risk factors identified herein and in our other reporting. Haya Real Estate expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any

forward-looking statement (except to the extent legally required).

Haya Real Estate uses certain alternative performance measures (APMs), which have not been audited, Adjusted EBITDA and Free Cash Flow, to benchmark and compare performance, both between its own

operations and as against other companies for a better understanding of Haya Real Estate financial performance. These measures are used, together with measures of performance under the International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), to compare the relative performance of operations in planning, budgeting and reviewing the performance of its business. Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based

and other measures are useful and commonly used measures of financial performance in addition to net profit, operating profit and other profitability measures under IFRS because they facilitate operating

performance comparison from period to period and company to company. By eliminating potential differences in results of operations between periods or companies caused by factors such as depreciation

and amortization methods, historic cost and age of assets, financing and capital structures and taxation positions or regimes, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures can provide a

useful additional basis for comparing the current performance of the underlying operations being evaluated. For these reasons, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures are regularly

used by the investment community as a means of comparison of companies in the industry. However, these measures are considered additional disclosures and in no case replace the financial information

prepared under IFRS. Moreover, the way Haya Real Estate defines and calculates these measures may differ to the way similar measures are calculated by other companies. Accordingly, they may not be

comparable.

Regarding any data which may have been provided by third parties, neither Haya Real Estate, nor any of its administrators, directors or employees, either explicitly or implicitly, guarantees that these

contents are exact, accurate, comprehensive or complete, nor are they obliged to keep them updated, nor to correct them in the case that any deficiency, error or omission were to be detected. Moreover, in

reproducing these contents in by any means, Haya Real Estate may introduce any changes it deems suitable, may omit partially or completely any of the elements of this document, and in case of any

deviation between such a version and this one, Haya Real Estate assumes no liability for any discrepancy.
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• After a slow start, gradual recovery in activity in Q1´21 mainly since March. This trend is expected to continue during the year

if the pandemic and economic activity evolve as currently expected

Key Highlights Q1´211

• Free cash flow generation of €13.9MM in the quarter (€54.3MM LTM) resulting in a strong cash conversion >100%. Cash

position of €61.9MM at the end of the period

• Transaction Volumes of €561.5MM (€2,440.9MM LTM) driving revenues of €44.7MM (€176.5MM LTM and -1% vs. Q1´20)

and Adjusted EBITDA of €13.6MM (€59.6MM LTM) implying a 30% Adjusted EBITDA margin (34% LTM)

• Uncertainty continues to be a key driver in 2021. No clear visibility around the evolution of the pandemic and therefore

economic activity, regulatory measures, impact of banking consolidation and the Sareb´s upcoming tender process

• Continued efforts to manage costs start paying off. Total costs in Q1´21 are 20% below Q1´20, with similar Revenues.

Ongoing Transformation Plan will help to consolidate and drive further improvements

1

2

3

4

5
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2. Business Review 
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Caixabank & Bankia were merged in 

Q1´21

• Caixabank has confirmed its desire 

to continue working under current 

(former Bankia) contract conditions

• Currently, working with Caixabank

on the integration project  

Unicaja & Liberbank merger:

• Shareholder meeting has approved 

the transaction in Q1´21

• The banks expect to close the 

transaction and obtain regulatory 

approvals in Q2-Q3´21  

• Sareb is expected to launch in 

Q2’21 a similar process to the one 

conducted in 2019 for Haya´s 

perimeter

• As of today, the details on this 

process are still uncertain: 

Opportunity: potential capture 

of new perimeter from other 

servicers

Risk: Sareb could decide to 

reorganize their entire portfolio 

including our contract 

• Government measures expected 

to be maintained until Q4´21 but 

no current expectations of further 

extensions (moratoriums

expected to finish in Sept.´21 for 

resi mortgages and Dec.´21 for 

bankruptcies) and other 

protection measures (temporary 

labour restructuring process and 

protection against evictions 

expected to finish in Q2-Q3´21)

• End of State of Alarm in May´21 

due to the improvement in the 

pandemic situation

• Significant improvement and 

increased pace of vaccination 

process in Q2´21 targeting to reach 

70% of immunized population by 

Q3´21  

• Unclear potential impact of new 

virus strains but so far, contagion 

figures show progressive decrease

• Reduction in restriction  measures 

implemented due to the pandemic 

2021 continues to be driven by Uncertainty2

COVID Situation Regulatory & Legal Environment SarebBanking Consolidation 

These effects are 

improving activity and 

the macro situation which 

could imply a recovery in 

the economy in H2´21

Due to moratoriums, 

increase in bank´s NPAs 

is not expected until 

2022

Once mergers and 

integration processes are 

completed, we might have 

higher visibility about the 

implications to our contracts

Working with Sareb to 

exceed 2021´s objectives 

and preparing to 

participate in the 

upcoming tender
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Business and Performance Update2
• Government measures: 

• Moratoriums: potential no further extension for resi mortgages moratoriums 

(Sept.´21) and bankruptcies moratoriums (Dec.´21)

• Government approved a Code of good practices for debtors affected by 

COVID-19

• Improvement in NPL cash volumes vs to Q1´20

• Courts continuing recovering a normalized activity

• Gradual recovery in REO CO performance but is below vs last year despite the 

judicial suspensions of mid March´20

• NPLs performance expected to continue in this stable trend

• Progressive improvement in REO Co (DILs and foreclosures) 

is expected over 2021

• Inflows are still lower than expectations. New NPLs likely to be 

delayed to 2022

• Some of our banking clients have recently announced an 

increase in provision levels, ahead of the end of moratoriums 

• Potential portfolio sales activity in 2022

• Continue the commercial activity increasing the formalization levels converting 

offers into sales (buyers looking for real estate as a safe haven asset)

• The trend could change once the banks increase their NPAs after the COVID crisis 

should access to financing becomes more difficult

• REOs performance lower than expected in Q1´21 impacted by 

the third COVID-19 wave

• Gradual recovery observed since March´21 

• 2021 performance will depend on the macro and pandemic 

evolution in H2´21

• NPL increase inflows expected for 2022 but REO inflows derived 

from those will have a lag/go beyond 22 given time to convert

• Potential portfolio sales activity in 2022 as a result of the 

banking consolidation and divestments in NPAs before new 

inflows come 

• Strong pipeline across the clients comprised by different typologies of lands

• Potential improved performance in 2021 if the situation evolves positively

• Low demand continues, however, a slight recovery could occur in H2´21

• High liquidity in the market which could increase the sales

NPLs

REO Co

REO 
Residential 

Assets

REO
Land Assets

REO 
Commercial 

Assets
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3. Financial Review
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NPL Volumes Q1´21

€31,766MM

Key Financial Highlights – Q1´21 

Assets Under Management 

March´21

3
€79.0MM

LTM €392.1MM

€44.7MM
LTM €176.5MM

€13.9MM
LTM €54.3MM

€364.2MM

Avg. Volume serv. fee 4.22%

Avg. Mgmt. fee 0.18%

Cash conversion 102%

LTM Cash Conversion 91%

€13.6MM
LTM 59.6MM

EBITDA margin 30%

LTM EBITDA margin 34%
Leverage ratio 6.1x

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, adding back €6.4MM of non recurring costs in Q1´20 (restructuring labour process cost); (2) Free Cash Flow is 

defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital  

Revenues Free Cash Flow2 Net DebtAdjusted EBITDA1

Transaction Volumes Q1´21

€561.5MM
LTM €2,440.9MM

REO Co Volumes Q1´21

€96.8MM
LTM €674.4MM

REO Volumes Q1´21

€385.8MM
LTM €1,374.4MM

€2.0MM

Net Loss
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Transaction Volumes and Revenues Performance3

Transaction 

Volumes

(€MM)

Revenues 

(€MM)

NPL Volumes
• Volumes increased by +€26MM compared to last year which was mainly

impacted by the beginning of COVID-19 crisis

• Slightly recovery since Jan.´21 due to an improvement in the macro situation,

however the activity is still lower versus other years

REO Co Volumes
• Recoveries decreased by -€26MM affected by lower performance in Jan.´21-

Feb.´21 mainly driven by the third COVID-19 wave

• Gradual improvement month by month which is expected to continue in Q2´21

REO Volumes
• Volumes increased by +€57MM versus Q1´20 due to progressive recovery in

activity in the quarter in most of the clients. Moreover, COVID-19 crisis started in

mid March´20 which affected significantly the performance last year (traditionally

stronger month of the Q)

% volume servicing fee increase to 4.22% vs 3.85% in Q1´20 as consequence

of higher weight in NPLs and REOs transactions which implies higher commissions

compared to REO Co fees

Management fee mainly impacted by the transition period in Sareb contract in

Q1´20 which does not have any corresponding impact in 2021. Management fee also

decreased due to the natural evolution of the perimeters

Other revenues remains almost stable compared to Q1´20

53.4 79.0

123.0 96.8

328.4
385.8

504.8

561.5

Q1´20 Q1´21

NPL REO Co REO

19.4
23.7

19.3 14.1

6.5 6.9

45.2 44.7

Q1´20 Q1´21

Volume fee Management fee Other revenues

4,683 2,441LTM

279LTM 177
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18.9
15.2
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Focus on Costs3

Main Driver: REO volumes, ex portfolios

269

Operating Expenses Personnel Cost1

Direct Cost (€MM) Evolution (€MM)Opex (€MM)

(1) Personnel cost in Q1´20 excludes €6.4MM of non recurring costs in Q1´20 (restructuring labour process cost) 

383

Direct cost has decreased by -€2.7MM as a result of: 

• Lower channel cost as % of REO volumes ex portfolio 

due to the Transformation Plan measures implanted 

and change in channel mix vs last year

• Lower REO and NPL management costs as a result of  

the new Sareb contract has a different scope of 

services and does not imply certain services

• Total Opex has decreased by -€1.6MM mainly

due to cost reductions within IT and external 

consultancy services thanks to cost reduction 

measures established in the Transformation 

Plan 

• Personnel cost decreases -€3.7MM versus

Q1´20 as a consequence of lower 

employees. Labour restructuring process was 

completed in April´20

6.2 6.3

6.5
4.5

1.2

0.4

13.8

11.2

Q1´20 Q1´21

6.3

4.7

0.0

0.1

6.3

4.7

Q1´20 Q1´21

Opex Non recurring & other
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• Strong cash position of €61.9MM as of March´21

• RCF drawn in 2020 was totally repaid in February´21 (€3.9MM)

due to no short-term liquidity needs

• Leverage ratio of 6.1x as of March´21 which continues impacted

by COVID-19 crisis

Free Cash Flow and Net Debt3

(1) Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital. (2) Adjusted EBITDA LTM is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, 

adding back €6.4MM of restructuring cost in Q1´20 (3) Payments for the right-of use assets are not included 

Free Cash Flow1

FY 2020 Q1´21

Total gross debt 426.8 426.1

Cash on Balance Sheet 54.0 61.9

Total net debt 372.8 364.2

Adjusted EBITDA LTM2 52.2 59.6

Leverage Ratio 7.1x 6.1x

(€ MM)

Cash & Net Debt Position

Highlights Highlights

(€ MM) LTM Q1´20 LTM Q1´21 

Adjusted EBITDA2

92.5 59.6

Capital expenditures3

-11.0 -14.1

Change in working capital 9.5 8.8

Free Cash Flow1

91.0 54.3

Cash conversion 98% 91%

• FCF of €13.9MM in Q1´21 (€54.3MM LTM Q1´21) continuing

with an exceptional cash conversion of 102% (91% LTM Q1´21)

• Continue to be focused on collections trying to reduce the level

of accounts receivable in our balance sheet
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4. Conclusion
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2021

Conclusion4
• Q1´21 performance lower 

than expectations

• Improved Adjusted EBITDA

thanks to cost management

• End of State of Alarm 

(May´21)

• Faster pace in vaccination

process

• 3rd wave of COVID

• Spain in State of Alarm with 

strong restriction measures 

• Progressive recovery seen 

since March´21 and is 

expected to continue during 

the quarter

• Caixabank & Bankia were 

merged

• Unicaja & Liberbank merger 

approved by the Shareholders

• Sareb expected to launch a 

tender process to renew its 

servicing  contracts

• Potential completion of 

Unicaja & Liberbank merger 

• Potential herd immunity in 

Spain which could boost 

activity and economic 

recovery

• Key quarters to see the 

evolution of macro situation

Potential higher visibility over:

• Sareb process outcome

• Implications of Unicaja & 

Liberbank merger in our 

contract

• Critical quarters for 2021 

business performance, 

(specially Q4 due to 

seasonality)

• Despite a potential macro 

improvement in H2´21, FY´21

results will still be impacted 

by COVID-19

Macro Environment Sector Business Performance

Q1´21

Q2´21

Q3´21

Q4´21

Under this uncertain scenario we remain focused on ensuring maximum service quality to our 

clients, improving our results and continue to generate a high cash conversion ratio 
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5. Annex 
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Assets Under Management5

Total 32,287

Asset under Management evolution (GBV1) 

(€ MM)

RED REO

13,824

18,463

AuMs EoP 2020 Inflows from 

existing 

contracts

Outflow REO Co Inflow REO Co Outflows from 

sales/recoveries

AuMs EoP Q1´21

Increase Decrease

33

253 (200) 147

13,491

18,275

Total 31,766

(741)

286

(145)

(1) BBVA, Divarian and Apple perimeters included at Appraisal Value

(595)

Adjustments to 

perimeter

(14)

(20) 6
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